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DOUBLE UP FOR THE MOST WATERTIGHT TARP A030FL-1215

Safety is one huge advantage of utilizing Shur-Co’s double tarp system over a regular load

hole tarp. With our double tarp system, you keep both feet on the ground while opening the

top tarp and exposing the load holes. No more climbing on top of the trailer!

Shur-Co’s double Shur-Lok® system uses our stretch cord return for uniform tension control on the

bottom tarp and a cable return for the top tarp – for constant, even rolling. Two separate crank arms

with retainers lock tarps into place for secure over-the-road travel and can be positioned on front or

rear of the trailer.

Operate the top tarp for added protection, unrolling it over the bottom tarp for the most watertight

environment. When rolled open, the load holes are fully exposed, without use of a catwalk to reach

them. eliminating the need for flaps with Velcro® and straps. When rolled closed, the bottom tarp

locks into place as it cranks up under the latchplate, the original and ingeniously engineered Shur-

Lok® design. An electric tarp system can also be used to run the top tarp remotely from the cab.

The bottom tarp contains two reinforced load holes, helpful for dust containment, satisfying dust-

control regulations, and providing product protection. If load holes are not needed, just roll open

both tarps for complete trailer access.

Complete Double Tarp Kit* Features:Aluminum Latchplates (2), Easy-Off Tarp Stops, Ridge Straps (2),

Front Cable Return and Stretch Cord Return, Standard Crank Arms w/80" Extensions (2), Pinless

Retainer w/7" Standoffs (2), 18-Oz. Vinyl Double Tarp – Bottom Tarp Contains Load Holes** (2).

*Upgrade kits are also available.  **Customer MUST specify desired location of load holes. Additional load holes are
available at an upcharge – the number needed will vary depending on the length of the trailer.
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